
# 2650, CAPTIVATING 3 BR CAP CANA VILLA
WITH BIG BACKYARD 

  Single Family Detached.   $
595,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Ready to live: 3 BR Cap Cana Villa with extensive Backyard
Welcome to an extraordinary villa beyond compare, tucked away in the mesmerizing beauty of Cap
Cana. Prepare to be enchanted by this remarkable property, a true hidden gem that offers an
unparalleled opportunity for those who appreciate prime locations, irresistible prices, and the
immediate gratification of moving in. As you step inside this magnificent villa, a world of spacious
luxury unfolds before your eyes. With three thoughtfully designed bedrooms and three bathrooms,
this haven exudes comfort and seclusion, providing an oasis of tranquility for you and your
esteemed guests. Each bedroom serves as a serene retreat, ensuring restful nights and
invigorating mornings that will rejuvenate your senses. Indulge in the epitome of luxury with your
very own private pool, nestled within the vast backyard oasis. Bask in the radiant sun or seek
refuge from the Caribbean heat with a refreshing dip. The generous outdoor space surrounding the
pool sets the stage for idyllic outdoor activities, relaxation, and unforgettable moments of
entertainment that will forever be etched in your memory. This villa seamlessly combines elegance
with functionality, presenting an enviable living experience. The fully equipped kitchen boasts
modern appliances and ample storage, effortlessly streamlining meal preparation. The spacious
living areas exude a warm and inviting ambiance, perfect for gathering with loved ones and
creating cherished memories that will stand the test of time. Seize the opportunity to own a slice of
paradise in Cap Cana with this exceptional value. Whether you envision a dream vacation home or
a savvy investment, this property eagerly awaits your arrival, ready to be occupied immediately.
Immerse yourself in the infinite charms of this world-class destination, and embrace the
extraordinary lifestyle that awaits you. Don't let this rare chance slip away. Embrace the allure of
Cap Cana from the comfort and exclusivity of your very own extraordinary villa. This is a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity to make your dreams a reality and experience the unparalleled beauty of Cap
Cana firsthand.

Name

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  3
Bath :  3

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  2874
Lot Size :  6103

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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